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We use graphs of our data to tell a story and identify questions

Global temperature graph from                
1880 to 2014

Northern and southern temperature graph 
from 1880 to 2014

Graphs from NASA http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/graphs_v3/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Visual representations of data help us literally to see patterns in the data. They can help us get a sense of what may be going on, and they can be useful in explaining our study results to other people.Graphs can also help us understand what additional questions we might want to ask of our data set, or things that need more study because we lack the data to address them.However, to know what the story is and to interpret the graph, we need certain information. What do you learn from this graph? What story  or stories does it tell?What do you see in these results – what story or stories do they tell? Get teachers’ ideas. Some patterns that might be observed include the following:Both ShowIncrease in growing season 2011 to 2012Drop for the next 2 years to a low in 2014 25-30 days shorter than the high in 2011Increswe in 2015 but then divergent pattern What might be going on? What kind of additional information might you want to look at?	Weather data on rain/cloudy days/sunlight, temperature at start, through, and end of growing season…	Compare other trees of same species, different species	Other?Inmportance of going beyond graph making to graph interpretation and asking questions!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Visual representations of data help us literally to see patterns in the data. They can help us get a sense of what may be going on, and they can be useful in explaining our study results to other people.Graphs can also help us understand what additional questions we might want to ask of our data set, or things that need more study because we lack the data to address them.However, to know what the story is and to interpret the graph, we need certain information. What do you learn from this graph? What story  or stories does it tell?What do you see in these results – what story or stories do they tell? Get teachers’ ideas. Some patterns that might be observed include the following:Both ShowVariability across the X axis, and also across the Y axis.General uphill trend, with a level area in the middle Right-hand Graphs ShowDifferences between Blue and Red but both show more or less the same overall trend as the left-hand graph; red line appears closer to the left graph than blue lineOther?What additional information do you need to be able to look at these graphs and (1) understand what they are showing, (2) describe the pattern(s) – if any, and (3) come up with one or more possible explanations or descriptions of the “story” that the data  show?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we have titles for each graph, numbers and titles added to the axes, as well as a description of the lines on each of the graphs.With information about the axes and the data, we can learn much more about the story!What do you see in these results – what story or stories do they tell? Get teachers’ ideas. Some patterns might include the following:Here graphs of worldwide temperature data for 134 years, from 1880 to 2014, provided by NASA. Left is land and Ocean for the world, right is northern vs southern hemisphereThe graphs show yearly average differences in temperature anomalies between measured land and ocean temperatures in a given year. (What does that mean?)They also show a five-year running average temperature anomaly, which is the average of the temperature anomalies for the current year and the four preceding years.Data are relative to some kind of baseline, with 0 in the middle of the Y axisWhat else do we need to know to interpret these graphs? 
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• The graphs are based on temperature records from weather stations and buoys worldwide. 
• The graphs show yearly average differences between measured land and ocean 

temperatures in a given year and a baseline average annual temperature (the temperature 
anomaly shown on the Y axis).

• They also show a five-year running average, which is the average of the temperature 
anomalies for the current year and the four preceding years.

• The base period (0 point on Y axis) is 1951-1980

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To understand the graph, we need to know more about the numbers we are seeing on the graph. The explanations below the graphs provide more details on the data. How does this information help you understand what the graphs do and do not show?Get teachers’ ideas. Some patterns that are now clearer might include the following:Both ShowYear-to-year variabilityLower than the baseline c. 1880-late 1930s, increased pretty steadily 1920-1940Quite stable during the base period of 1950-1980Increasing temps from 1980 to presentHemispheric Graphs ShowDifferences between N and S but both show same overall trendOther?
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changes in annual growth of trees relative to the previous year (biomass or diameter), or 
a deviation from an average length of growing season,
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What if the same graph were showing changes in annual 
growth of trees relative to the previous year (biomass or 
diameter), or a deviation from an average length of 
growing season at two schools, what might you conclude?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If the data were changes in annual growth of trees relative to the previous year (biomass or diameter), or a deviation from an average length of growing season, or annual changes in vernal pool maximum depths relative to a baseline, what message would you take out of the data? What hypotheses might you come up with to explain the data patterns? Again, get teachers’ thoughts. Some might include:Tree growth – increasing growth relative to previous year over time, suggest change weather patterns such as light availability, temperature, CO2 concentrations, precipitation – factors that contribute to increased growth. Could also be decrease in stresses from insects, disease. Other stressors?Growing season – longer growing season might suggest climate change impacts. Stressors might explain some of the variation in the data?What additional information do you need to be able to look at these graphs and (1) understand what they are showing, (2) describe the pattern(s) – if any, and (3) come up with one or more possible explanations or descriptions of the “story” that the data  show?



Age and diameter of trees on Mt Wachusett. Data from DA Orwig.

(year when growth started)Coring Height Age (year when growth started)        

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Structure of graphs – the previous ones and this have X and Y axes, quantitative. Explain axes.DAO measured 63 trees, cored them, counted rings, subtracted ring # from current year to get age of tree (year when started growing).Oldest trees by species? Ask teachersYoungest tree 100 yr hemlockMost trees > 150 yrs old (40% older than 200)Oldest c. 300 years oldWhite pines only 50-yr variation, oaks and hemlocks wide age span.Is the size of a tree related to its age? Ask teachersMost approx same diameter over 200+ year range in agesRelated data or not? Dependent and Independent. Covarying data. Causality issues.What are some possible explanations for the data? Ask the teachers for ideasStressful environment?Selective removal of big trees by cutting?Deer or mowing preventing young trees from getting established?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 graphs of the same data set. Structure of these graphs – 1 qualitative axis and one quantitative.  Could also be branch growth in four trees, or biomass accumulation ditto.Different kinds of graphs provide different kinds of information. What stories do these graphs tell about the data? Ask teachersLine suggests a trend among the trees. How would the different trees affect each other in terms of leaf-fall date? What kind of pattern might this show?None that comes readily to mind!Bar graph appropriate – shows patterns in data without suggesting a relationship between the independent variables, the trees.Lines useful when trends are reasonable to look at. Cause-effect issues and missing data of concern. Students need to understand relationships vs. causality.



a.   Line graph – not appropriate              b. Bar graph – appropriate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Line suggests a trend among the trees. How would the different trees affect each other in terms of leaf-fall date? What kind of pattern might this show?None that comes readily to mind!Bar graph appropriate – shows patterns in data without suggesting a relationship between the independent variables, the trees.Lines useful when trends are reasonable to look at. Cause-effect issues and missing data of concern. Students need to understand relationships vs. causality.



Macroinvertebrate communities in a Cape Cod Vernal Pool, April and June, 1996. Data from EA 
Colburn
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Illustrating data in different ways can be useful for teasing out different kinds of information and patterns.Here four different ways of looking at a data set.Top Right -- Pie graphs – no axes. Show proportions of kinds of things or kinds of effects.This graph of VP Critters in April7% non-crustacean; 6% insect, 2% worm, 92% crustacean  --- No axes. Show values, percentages, labels, as you choose.Of insects, most mosquitoes.Top and Bottom Left -- Bar Graphs Here, X on left pair of stacked bar graphs is semiquantitative (time, as month when collected), but Y is quantitative. Number of organisms collected, or percent of total. Compare left 2 bars with the pie chart…Choices – numbers or percents of total? Scale issues.Now consider the second set of stacked bar graphs, on the right side of each of these graphs, where results from a second sampling date later in the year are presented.Top graph, see dramatic Decrease in ##s, change in composition. Hard to look at taxa in detail.Lower graph, see how composition changes – essentially no crustaceans except water fleas remaining, but tons of insects. Mosquitoes gone.  Not looking at vernal pools? Might want to compare your population of study trees with the whole schoolyard data set – how does your population mimic the rest? Or, for Changing Forests, might want to compare the species distributions of trees in your different study plots.Lower Right – A different presentation of the data with stacked bar graphs – see change in numbers AND change in composition.How to graph your data is up to you and your students – any approach that is appropriate for your data is fine, and you can choose a form that tells the story as you want to tell it.
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Steps in Preparing Visual Presentations of (Schoolyard) Data

• Collecting the Data

• Organizing Data and Inputting data to a Data base

• Preparing data for analysis
– Transformations (e.g., change numbers to percent, date to Julian Day, etc.)
– Extracting additional information 

• (e.g., biomass accrual for the whole plot, length of growing season)

• Carrying out data analysis

• Data analysis through visual presentations of data
– Looking at Data – Graphing considerations
– Kinds of graphs – what is appropriate for your data and questions?

Level 2 teachers – Creating graphs by hand or by using graphics programs with structured exercises
Looking at graphs and answering questions about them.

Level 3 teachers – Organizing your students’ data and creating and interpreting graphs of the data, or otherwise 
working with data to meet your individual goals for today. We hope graph INTERPRETATION 
will be part of your work!

• Sharing graphs, ideas, questions

Workshop evaluation and feedback

Level 1 – STEP 1 IN DATA ANALYSIS
Levels 2 and 3 also need to do this

Levels 2, 3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Collect DataDatabase/Spreadsheet  -- Level 1  QA/QCManipulating numbersDoing analysis – visualization an important part. What tests to clarify relationships? What statistics or models do the data appear to fit?
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